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a b s t r a c t
A transposition is an operation that exchanges two adjacent substrings. Transpositions
over permutations, the sequences with no repeated symbols, are related to genome
rearrangements. If one of the substrings is restricted to a prefix then it is called a prefix
transposition. The prefix transposition distance between a pair of strings (permutations)
is the minimum number of prefix transpositions required to transform a given string
(permutation) into another given string (permutation). For a permutation of length n, we
improve the current prefix transposition distance upper bound of n− log8 n to n− log9/2 n.
For arbitrary strings, we prove new prefix transposition distance upper and lower bounds.
For binary strings of length n, we show that n/2 is an upper bound.We show that the prefix
transposition distance problem is NP-complete for binary strings.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A permutation on the alphabetΣ = {0, 1, . . . , n−1} is denoted as a list x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), where each element ofΣ
appears exactly once. On the other hand, a string of length n onΣ is denoted by a list x = (x1, x2, . . ., xn), and repetitions of
elements inΣ are allowed. Two strings S and T onΣ are called compatible if each symbol inΣ has the same frequency of
occurrence in S and T. Several operations have been studied for transforming permutations and strings, e.g. reversals [1,30],
transpositions [4,2,15,17,24], block moves [3,26], cut/paste moves [14], prefix reversals [9,25,29,28], short swaps (reversals
of size at most three) [27,19], adjacent swaps (bubble sort move) [5,8], and prefix transpositions [16,21]. Fertin et al. [20]
give an overview of the research in this field.
A transposition on a list S relocates a sublist from its original position to a new position. For example; ‘‘it pours
when it rains’’ becomes ‘‘when it rains it pours’’ in one transposition where the prefix ‘‘it pours’’ is relocated to the end.
A transposition is defined by two parameters, namely the sublist that is being moved and its new position. Given a list
π = (π1, π2, . . . , πn) a transposition ρ (i, j + 1, k) repositions the sublist (πi, πi+1, . . . , πj) at the destination between πk
and πk+1. As a prefix transposition always moves a prefix, it need only describe the position just after the prefix and the
destination. That is, ρ (i+1, j) represents the prefix transposition on the list π = (π1, π2, . . . , πn) that moves the prefix
(π1, π2, . . . , πi) to the destination between πj and πj+1. We write α → β to denote that β is obtained from α by a single
prefix transposition. Note that ρ( j− i+1, j) is the inverse of ρ(i+1, j). That is, successive moves ρ(i+1, j) and ρ ( j− i+1, j)
yield the original list. Given two lists π and µ, the prefix transposition distance between π and µ, denoted by dpt (π , µ), is
the length of a shortest sequence of prefix transpositions that transforms π into µ. We improve the upper bound for the
prefix transposition distance on permutations and give new results for the prefix transposition distance on strings. In the
rest of the paper amove refers to a prefix transposition.
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Bafna and Pevzner [2] studied transpositions and gave a lower bound of ⌊n/2⌋ + 1 and an upper bound of 3n/4 for
permutations of length n. They also gave a 3/2 approximation algorithm for sorting permutations by transpositions. Eriksson
et al. improved the upper bound to 2n/3 [18] and also showed that Rn, the reverse order permutation: n, n−1, . . . , 1, can be
sorted in (n+ 1)/2 transpositions.
Dias and Meidanis [16] studied the prefix transposition distance on permutations and showed: (a) an upper bound of
n−1, (b) a lower bound of n/2, and (c) that Rn, the reverse order permutation, can be sorted in 3n/4 steps. They conjectured
that Rn is the hardest permutation to sort.
The problem of transforming strings with finite alphabet size was studied by Christie and Irving [12] and Radcliffe et al.
[32]. Christie and Irving showed that both dr (S,T ) and dt (S,T ) are bounded above by n/2 [12], where dr (S,T ), dt (S,T )) are the
respective minimum number of reversals and transpositions necessary to transform a binary string S of length n into a
compatible string T. They also showed that the problem of finding dr (S,T ) is NP-hard [12].
Radcliffe et al. [32] showed that: (a) the reversal distance dr (S,T ) between a pair of compatible k-ary strings of length n is
at most n−α where α is the number of occurrences of the most frequent symbol, (b) the reversal distance between random
strings, each having a positive fraction of every element, is Θ(n/log n), and (c) a ternary string can be optimally sorted by
reversals. Radcliffe et al. [32] also showed that dt (S,T ) and the signed reversal distance between two strings over a finite
alphabet are NP-hard.
Hurkens et al. [29] and Chitturi and Sudborough [10] gave bounds for prefix reversals on strings. Hurkens et al. [29] gave
the bound dpr(S,T) = 2(n − α), where dpr is the prefix reversal distance for strings of length n and α is the number
of occurrences of the most frequent symbol. Independently [10,29] show that the problem of finding dpr (S,T ) for k-ary
(k > 1) strings S and T is NP complete. Recently, it is shown that transforming strings is NP complete under signed
prefix reversals, transreversals and translocations [6,11]. Chitturi and Sudborough gave a lower bound of 2n/3 for prefix
transposition distance for permutations [7]. Labarre [31] improved the bound to 3n/4.
In Section 2we improve the upper bound for sorting a permutation from n− log8n [7] to n− log9/2 n. In Section 3we give
bounds for dpt (S,T ) for strings; an upper bound is n−αwhere α is the number of occurrences of themost frequent symbol in
S (which is the same for T as well). In Section 4 we show that dpt (S,T ) for strings is NP-complete. We give an approximation
scheme for dpt (S,T ) over strings in Section 5. We state conclusions and open questions in Section 6.
2. An improved upper bound
First, we introduce some notation. Two adjacent integers πi and πi+1 form an adjacency if πi+1 = πi + 1(mod n). The
adjacencies are cyclic or ‘‘wrap-around’’. That is, n−1 is adjacent to 0. We call a permutation that has no adjacencies a
reduced permutation. If a permutation is not reduced we can make it smaller by collapsing each block of adjacencies into
a singleton and renaming the resulting singletons accordingly. We denote by In the identity (i.e. sorted order) permutation
(0, 1, . . . , n−1) and by Rn the reverse order permutation (n−1, n−2, . . . , 1, 0). Given a permutation π that has n − 1
adjacencies, at most one prefix transposition is sufficient to transform it into In. This is accomplished by moving the prefix
of π consisting of all the elements which are in the front of ‘0’ to the end of π if such a prefix exists. Note that such a prefix
exists if π ≠ In. A block is a sublist of adjacent elements of maximal length, i.e. the consecutive elements in a block are
adjacent and the elements at the extremities of the block do not form adjacencies with the elements that are not in the
block. A singleton is a single element that does not form an adjacency with any of its neighbors. Singletons and blocks are
called objects. It should be noted that a block is deemed to be one object, so there is a decrease in the number of objects each
time a new adjacency is made. Note that In has only one object and Rn has n objects. By definition, a reduced permutation
has only singletons. A single prefix transposition (move) can make no more than two new adjacencies. A move that makes
zero, one, or two new adjacencies is called a blank, single, or a double respectively.
A permutation π allows a double, if and only if, for some j (2 ≤ j ≤ n− 1), the first element π1 ≡ πj+1(mod n) and, for
some k (1 ≤ k ≤ j−1), πk ≡ πj+1−1(mod n). In this case one can take the prefix consisting of everything from π1 to πk and
reposition it between the elements πj and πj+1. (Note that this prefix is the first element alone if π1 ≡ πj+1−1 (mod n)).
For example, if π is (3, 5, 4, 2, 6, 1, 0), a double consists of moving the prefix consisting of the symbols 3, 5 to the position
between the symbols 2 and 6, which creates the new permutation (4, 2, 3, 5, 6, 1, 0) with two new adjacencies. We observe
that, if a permutation π = π1π2 · · ·πn allows a double, the double is unique.
For an arbitrary permutation π = π1π2 · · ·πn, a double is not always possible. For example, it is not possible in
the permutation (3, 0, 2, 6, 5, 1, 4). On the other hand, a single, is always possible. For example, consider a permutation
(π1, π2, . . . , πn) on {0, 1, . . . , n−1}. Let j (2 ≤ j ≤ n) be such that π1 ≡ πj+1(mod n). Then, one can move any nonempty
prefix of (π1, π2, . . . , πj−1) to the position following πj and achieve at least one new adjacency. Also, let k and r (1 ≤ k <
r ≤ n) be such that πk−1 ≡ πr (mod n). Then, one can move the prefix (π1, π2, . . . , πk) to the position just before πr and
achieve at least one new adjacency. For example, there are many singles in (3, 0, 2, 6, 5, 1, 4). One can move any nonempty
prefix of 3, 0 to the position just after 2, move the prefix 3 to the position just before 4, or move the prefix 3, 0 to the position
just before 1.
A greedy strategy of always choosing a move that makes the maximum number of adjacencies is not always optimum.
For example, Dias andMeidanis [16] designed an algorithm for all n ≡ 0 (mod 4) to sort the permutation Rn with a sequence
of 3n/4 prefix transpositions. Fortuna [21] gave a formal proof of correctness for this algorithm. Their sorting algorithm for
Rn begins with moves that make no adjacencies, although as we have seen that a single is always possible. For example, the
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Dias and Meidanis et al.’s sorting sequence for R8 is given below where the moved prefix is enclosed in square brackets and
the destination position is indicated by an asterisk.
([7, 6, 5, 4, ]3, 2, 1, ∗0) → ([3, 2, ]1, 7, 6, ∗5, 4, 0) (blank)
→ ([1, 7, ]6, 3, 2, 5, 4, 0∗) (blank)
→ ([6, 3, ]2, 5, ∗4, 0, 1, 7) (single)
→ ([2, 5, 6, ]3, 4, 0, 1, ∗7) (double)
→ ([3, 4, ]0, 1, 2, ∗5, 6, 7) (double)
→ (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) (double).
We note that this sorting sequence makes seven adjacencies in six moves. Moreover, a similar sequence makes
seven adjacencies in six moves for any permutation of the form (7, α, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, β), where α and β are arbitrary
sublists. That is, we can use the Dias et al.’s sorting sequence given above, but with α added just after the element 7
and β added at the end. More generally, for any i, one can use the Dias et al.’s sequence on a permutation of the form
(7+i, α, 6+i, 5+i, 4+i, 3+i, 2+i, 1+i, i, β), say R′8, and make seven adjacencies in six moves.
In [7] it has been shown that for any permutation π = (π1, π2, . . . , πn) there is a sequence S of kmoves that makes at
least k + 1 new adjacencies, where k is bounded. Such a sequence is obtained by a greedy strategy, where each move is a
single, unless the permutation is of the form R′8, in which case Dias et al.’s sequence is executed. If such a sequence of steps
does not produce a permutation of the form R′8, then it is shown that there is a sequence of at most k−1 singles followed by
a double. If a permutation of the form R′8 is encountered then one makes seven adjacencies in six moves by the Dias et al.’s
sequence, and hence in this case also k+ 1 adjacencies are created in kmoves.
Let π = (π1, π2, . . . , πn) be an arbitrary permutation, let x and y denote the objects at its end, namely πn−1 and πn
respectively. If the first element π1 is x+1 (mod n), then one could immediately make two adjacencies by moving the prefix
up to, and including, the element y−1 (mod n) into the position between x and y. Note that in the stated case, y−1 (mod n)
must be somewhere between the first element x+1 (mod n) and x, since the elements x and y are at the end. A permutation
beginning with x+ 1 (mod n) and having y− 1(mod n) before x, y thereby allowing the double described above is denoted
by π∗. Note that x cannot be y−1 (mod n) because the permutation is reduced.
For any elements p and q in Σ = {0, 1, . . . , n−1}, we define distance (p, q) to be p− q (modn). This measure is not
symmetric: for example, if p = q − 1 then distance (p, q) = n−1 but distance (q, p) = 1. Thus, distance corresponds to a
count of the number of the unit decrements (over a cyclic identity permutation) needed for the first argument to equal the
second argument. If the first element π1 is not x+1 (mod n), then the strategy is to move some prefix not including π1−1
to a position immediately after the element π1−1 (making a new adjacency between π1 − 1 and π1). This prefix is chosen
in such a way that it makes the new first element as close as possible to x+1 (mod n). If one chooses the prefix containing
everything up to, but not including the element π1−1, then the new first element is π1−1, and distance (π1−1, x+1mod n)
is one less than the previous distance(π1, x+1mod n). In general, one chooses a prefix (π1, π2, . . . , πk−1) such that distance
(πk, x+1 (mod n))= min{distance(πj, x+1(mod n))|(π1,π2, . . . , πj) is a proper prefix of (π1,π2, . . . , π1−1)}. As the prefix
ending with the element just before π1−1 is one choice, the distance to x+1 (mod n) always decreases by at least one unit.
In [7], it is shown that the SequenceLength algorithm, described below, yields a sequence of moves whose length, k, is at
most 7(n− 3)/8. For simplicity, we call the sequence produced by SequenceLength algorithm as the good sequence. It is (a
subsequence of π ) represented by π i1 (i = 1 · · · k) where π i1 is the first symbol of the resulting permutation after i−1moves
of the good sequence are executed; e.g. π11 is the first symbol of π before any moves are executed, π
2
1 is the first symbol of
the resulting permutation after the first move is executed and so on. We call each of π i1 (i= 1 · · · k) as visited symbols; all
other symbols are called skipped symbols. Such a good sequence specifies the succession of singles and the double (which is
the last move of the sequence) which we call good moves, in their order of execution.
SequenceLength(π )
If the permutation at any step is π∗ then execute the double described earlier and stop. Likewise, if the permutation is
of the form R′8, then sort it using the Dias et al.’s sequence and stop. Otherwise, denote the first element of the permutation
by f and execute the step indicated in the disjoint cases described below:
Case(1). If f = y+ 1 (mod n) and
(A) x+1 (mod n) appears before y−1 (modn) then let p be the element immediately preceding x+1 (mod n). We take the
prefix (f, . . ., p) and move it to the end (after y) making one new adjacency. (Note: the permutation then becomes π∗.)
(B) y−1 (mod n) appears before x+1 (mod n) then let p be the element just before y−1 (mod n). Let t be such that distance(t,
x+1 (mod n)) is the minimum of {distance(πi, x+1 (mod n)) |(π1, π2, . . . , πi) is a prefix of ( f , . . . , p)}. We take the prefix
( f, . . . , t′) and move it to the end (after y) making one new adjacency, where t ′ is the element just before t.
Case(2). If f ≠ x+1 (mod n) and f ≠ y+ 1 (mod n) and
(A) f−1 (mod n) occurs after x+1 (mod n) then let p be the element just before x+1 (mod n). We move the prefix (f, . . . , p)
to just after f−1 (mod n) making one new adjacency.
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(B) If f−1 (mod n) occurs before x+1 (mod n) then p be the element just before f − 1 (mod n). Let t be such that distance(t,
x+1 (mod n)) is min{distance(πi, x+1 (mod n)) | (π1, π2, . . . , πi) = (f, . . . , p)}. We move the prefix (f, . . . , t′) to just after
f− 1 (mod n), making one new adjacency, where t′ is the element immediately preceding t.
End SequenceLength(π )
The sequence produced by the procedure is, by definition, the good sequence. However, we would like to achieve a
shorter good sequence i.e. a series of singles that also culminates in a double, which we will call an alternate good sequence.
We assume that the permutation π is reduced, i.e. it has no adjacencies. We claim that there is a subsequence t1, t2, . . . , tk,
of symbols in π for some k, such that π = t1, . . . , s2, t2, . . ., s3, t3, . . . , sk, tk, . . ., x, y satisfying the following conditions:
(1) for all i, distance(ti+1, x) < distance(ti, x); in fact, there is no symbol σ in a position before the position of ti+1 such that
distance(σ , x)< distance(ti+1,x)
(2) tk = x+ 1 (mod n), and
(3) for all i, the symbol ti−1 is in a position to the right of si+1.
The symbols t1, t2, . . . , tk, are visited (constitute the good sequence) and the rest of them are skipped as per [7]. Thus,
Conditions (1) and (2) that are demonstrated earlier apply to this construction.
Here we additionally consider the skipped symbol si that immediately precedes ti, i.e. it is the last in the series of skipped
symbols in the interval ti−1 to ti if such a series exists. The maximum value for the subscript of si, a symbol that is skipped,
is eight [7]. For a given i, si might not exist but ti, a symbol from the good sequence, is mandatory. Note that, by definition,
the existence of si does not imply the existence of si−1, i.e. the subscript of si is equal to the subscript of the succeeding ti and
does not depend on the existence of any sj (i ≠ j). Furthermore, by the design of SequenceLength algorithm, after a certain
number of moves, all the symbols that are skipped thus far are carried between t1 and t2 of the resulting permutation. That
is, after the first move, the symbols between t1 and t2 are skipped; after the second move the symbols between t1 and t2
(originally t2 and t3) are additionally skipped and so on. However, all the skipped symbols are carried in between t1 and t2
(the first two symbols of the good sequence) of the resulting permutation.Wemaintain this property and identify additional
visited symbols.
Condition (3) ensures that, for all i, if the contiguous string of symbols from ti through si+1 were transposed to a position
immediately to the right of the symbol ti − 1 then at least one new adjacency would be created, namely the adjacency
between ti − 1 and ti. We note that, if one were to iteratively make each of these moves (prefix transpositions), eventually,
the resulting permutationwill be aπ∗ and a double can be executed.We prove Condition (3) by contradiction. Let us assume
that ti − 1 is in a position to the left of si+1. It cannot be between ti and si+1 as that would force ti − 1 to be ti. Thus, it has
to be to the left of ti. However, distance(ti − 1, x)< distance(ti, x); so, ti − 1 would be visited before ti and ti will be skipped.
This contradicts our assertion that ti is one of the visited elements. Thus, Condition (3) holds.
Our goal is to identify and execute some moves that we call alternate good moves which are singles. These singles do
not belong to the good sequence produced by SequenceLength algorithm, but are better because they shorten its length.
Such moves either come alone or in a pair. When such a move comes alone, i.e. an independent move, it is of the form
[t1, . . . , si]ti · · ·∗ si+1 · · · or [t1, . . . , p]ti−1 · · · si∗ti · · · (here t1 = si+1) where an adjacency is created between si and si+1.
When such moves come in pairs i.e. the paired moves, then the first move, i.e. the first part, renders a symbol pwhich is not
a part of the visited symbols to be π1 and the second move, i.e. the second part, renders one of the visited symbols (i.e. ti)
to be π1. Thus, in either case the resulting permutation retains the original structure of π from our construction. Thus, we
can recursively execute the alternate good moves. We call such a p that becomes π1 an alternate visited symbol. It can be si
for some i or some other skipped symbol. We call this new sequence thus obtained by interweaving visited symbols with
the alternate visited symbols where each symbol denotes the corresponding move the alternate good sequence. We call the
visited symbols and the alternate visited symbols of the alternate good sequence the processed symbols. They will play the
same role as the visited symbols in the good sequence. In the alternate good sequence, we call the symbols that are not
processed as carried symbols. They are the counterparts of skipped symbols from the good sequence. Note that some visited
symbols of the good sequence can be carried symbols in the alternate good sequence. Likewise, some skipped symbols of
the good sequence can be processed symbols in the alternate good sequence.
The alternate good sequence has smaller length than the good sequence if the ratio of carried symbols to the processed
symbols (in the alternate good sequence) is greater than the ratio of skipped symbols to the visited symbols (in the good
sequence). The alternate good sequence will have smaller length than the corresponding good sequence when at least one
of the following conditions is met. (i) It excludes i visited symbols and includes j alternate visited symbols where i>j. (2) Its
carried symbols include symbols in addition to the skipped symbols.
Here, we give details about an independent move. That is, for i>2, for si occurring in the position just before ti if si + 1
is to its right, then it must be to the right of ti also; otherwise, there would be an adjacency between si and si + 1 which
contradicts the fact that π is reduced. So, we move the prefix up to and including si to the right, so that si is in a position
just before si + 1. This creates a new adjacency between si and si + 1 and makes ti the new first symbol. We can view si and
si + 1 as being connected by an outgoing edge in our subsequent analysis. At the moment the outgoing edge points forward,
because si+1 is to the right of si. The new sequence ofmoves, consisting ofmoving the prefix up to and including si, followed
by the sequence ti, ti+1, . . . , tk has a length of 1 + (k − i + 1), which is at most k − 1 because i>2. So, if t1, t2, . . . , tk is a
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good sequence, then this alternate good sequence is shorter by at least one. Note that si and si + 1 are skipped symbols and
continue to be so.
If si does not have an outgoing edge pointing forward (i.e. to the right), then it has an outgoing edge pointing backward
(i.e. to the left). Such an edge cannot go to ti − 1, because ti − 1 lies to the right of si. (That is, ti lies just to the right of si,
and ti appears before ti − 1 in π by the construction of t1, t2, . . . , tk). If the edge does not go to any tj, then there is another
skipped symbol to the left. Furthermore, if the edge is incident on some symbol, say p, to the left of ti−3, say between tj−1
and tj, for j = i− 3, then one can change the sequence t1, t2, . . . , tk into t1, t2, . . . , tj−1, p, ti−1, ti, ti+1, . . . and improve upon
the good sequence. It is shorter, because j ≤ i− 3. It is a correct sequence because the sequence of symbols starting at tj−1
and ending at tj includes the symbol p. So, one can move the sequence consisting of tj−1 through the symbol just before p
which constitutes the first part of pairedmoves (instead ofmoving the longer sequence consisting of tj−1 through the symbol
before tj). Because there is an edge from si to p, it follows that si = p − 1. So, one can move the sequence consisting of p
through the symbol just before ti−1 to the position just after si which constitutes the second part. This move positions ti−1
in the first position if the resulting permutation restoring the earlier structure of π from our construction. Similarly, one
can improve upon the good sequence if the edge is incident on tj where j < i− 2. So, it follows, in this case, that there is a
skipped symbol to the left of si that is, at worst in terms of distance, between ti−3 and ti−2.
The last scenario is that the edge from si is incident on some tj, where i > j ≥ i − 2. In fact, it cannot go to any tj with
j ≤ i−3 or one could execute alternate goodmoves as described in the previous paragraph. Thus, the edge from si is incident
on either (a) ti−1 or (b) ti−2. If (a) is the case, thenwe have that if si = a then ti−1 = a+1 and distance(si, x)< distance(ti−1, x);
thus, si is a visited symbol which is a contradiction because si is a skipped symbol. Thus such an edge cannot be incident on
ti−1. If (b) is the case, then we have that if si = b then ti−2 = b+ 1 then ti−1 ≠ b because si = b. If ti−1 = b− 1 then it would
create an adjacency between ti−1 and si which is a contradiction because the permutation is reduced. So, the maximum
value of ti−1 is b−2. Thus, there is another skipped symbol, say c with a value of b−1. Because distance(c, x)< distance(ti−2,
x), c cannot be to the left of ti−2. Similarly if c is between ti−2 and ti−1 then it would be a visited symbol, which leads to a
contradiction. If c is between ti−1 and si then there needs to be another symbol between c and si to prevent an adjacency
between c and si. Thus, c is to the right of si and because distance(c,x) > distance(ti,x), c cannot be any tj (j ≥ i). Recall that
when the outgoing edge from si points backward and is incident on a symbol that is more than two intervals away then one
can improve upon the good sequence. If c is in an interval (tj, tj+1) where j ≥ i + 2 then by executing a similar series of
moves one can improve upon the good sequence. Thus, c is to the right of si and at most two intervals away.
Theorem 1. An upper bound for sorting permutations of length n is n− log(11/2) n.
Proof. The cases stated above can be summarized as follows. Case (i) the subscript i of the first symbol that is skipped i.e. si
is less than five. Case (ii) the subscript i of the first symbol that is skipped (si) is at least five.
Note that the alternate good sequence is obtained by a recursive procedure. So, all the indices of the symbols correspond
to their position in the current permutation. Also, note that every single decreases the length of the resulting permutation
by one and such a permutation is again reduced.
For Case (i) the worst case occurs when i = 4 corresponding to three processed symbols t1, t2, t3 and one carried symbol
s4. By the construction of π , the symbols x, y cannot be processed symbols. Thus, after 3/4(n−2) moves are executed the
problem size reduces by 3/4(n−2) + 1, where the addition of one corresponds to the double that we are guaranteed to
execute. We use a similar theme in analyzing the rest of the cases. This yields the following recurrence for the number of
moves, T (n)= 3/4(n−2)+T (n− (3/4(n−2))−1)=3/4(n)−6/4+T (n/4+1/2). Because the problem size can be reduced by
1/2 in atmost 1/2moves, the recurrence can be simplified as T (n)=3n/4+T (n/4)−3/2+1/2 or T (n)= 3n/4+T(n/4)−1. For
simplicity, a similar argument is used for other cases where the size of the problem on the right hand side of the recurrence
is reduced. This yields T (n)= n− log(4)(n).
Case (ii) yields two subcases corresponding to whether the outgoing edge from si is pointing forward: Case (iia) or
backward: Case (iib). First we consider Case (iia), after we execute the independent move which creates an adjacency
between si and si+1, we skip i−1 symbols where i ≥ 5. The worst case occurs when i = 5 corresponding to processing one
symbol, i.e. t1 and carrying four symbols i.e. t2, t3, t4, s5. Note that for larger values of imore symbols are carried yielding a
better bound. Thus, after 1/5(n−2) moves are executed the problem size reduces by 1/5(n−2)+1. This yields the following
recurrence for the number of moves, T (n)= 1/5(n − 2)+T (n − (1/5(n − 2)) − 1) = n/5−2/5+T (4n/5 − 3/5). This
recurrence can be simplified by increasing the size of the problem on the right hand side by 3/5. Correspondingly we have to
reduce the number of moves on the right hand side. Because we are trying to obtain an upper bound we use the minimum
possible value for such a reduction, i.e. maximize the value of the right hand side. Recall that a move can create at most two
adjacencies. So, the corresponding reduction will be 3/10. Thus, the current recurrence can be simplified as T (n)= n/5 +
T (4n/5) − 2/5 − 3/10 or T (n)=n/5+T (4n/5) − 7/10. This yields T (n)= n−(7/10) log(5/4)(n), for all practical purposes this
value is bounded above by n− log(3/2)(n). Note that for larger values of i the number of skipped symbols increases yielding
a better i.e. lower, bound.
In Case (iib) the outgoing edge from si is pointing backward. As shown earlier this case yields the following subcases.
Case (iib-1): si is not incident on any tj, Case (iib-2): the edge is incident on ti−2 and Case (iib-3): the edge is incident on a
symbol tj where j< i− 2. All these cases yield the worst case when i is maximized. Recall that in the worst case i=8 [7]. So,
we analyze all these subcases for i=8.
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Case (iib-1) corresponds to seven processed symbols (t1 · · · t7) and two carried symbols (s8 − 1 and s8) yielding the
recurrence for the number of moves as T (n)=7/9(n−2)+T (n−(7/9(n−2))−1) = 7/9(n)−14/9 +T (2n/9+5/9). Because the
problem size can be reduced by 5/9 in at most 5/9 moves, the recurrence can be simplified as T (n)=7n/9+T (2n/9)−14/9
+5/9 or T (n)=7n/9+T (2n/9)−1. This yields T (n)= n− log(9/2)(n).
Case (iib-2) corresponds to the outgoing edge from s8 being incident on t6 and s8 − 1 is between t9 and
t10. So, there are nine processed symbols (t1 · · · t9) and two carried symbols (s8 − 1 and s8) yielding the
recurrence T (n)=9/11(n−2)+T (n−(9/11(n−2))−1) =9/11(n)−18/11 +T (2n/11+7/11). Because the problem size can be
reduced by 7/11 in at most 7/11 moves, the recurrence can be simplified as T (n)=9n/11+T (2n/11)+7/11−18/11 or
T (n)=T (2n/11)+9n/11−1. This yields T (n)= n− log(11/2)(n).
As demonstrated earlier, because j <i−2 when the paired moves described earlier are used, Case (iib-3) corresponds to
at most six processed symbols (t1 · · · t5, t7) and three carried symbols (s8− 1, s8, t6) in the worst case. Thus, it yields a better
bound than Case (iib-1) (and Case (iib-2)).
By the design of SequenceLength algorithm, all the skipped symbols are carried between t1 and t2 (the first two visited
symbols). Here a subtle point must be noted. Let the outgoing edge from si be incident on a symbol b that is between t1
and t2 for the current move. Currently, symbol bmight not be a valid carried symbol because it might have been a carried
symbol earlier. Thus, it could have been already counted as one. However, Case (i) does not count such a carried symbol. In
Case (ii) the subscript of si is at least five. Thus, if the outgoing edge of si is incident on such b then b is at least three intervals
away from si. As shown earlier this yields an alternate good sequence which does not count b. Thus, we correctly count the
number of skipped symbols.
Among all the cases, Case (iib-2) yields the largest value. Thus, n− log(11/2)(n) is an upper bound. 
In Theorem 1, Case (iib-2) yields the worst case corresponding to the outgoing edge of s8 being incident on t6. Moreover,
s8 − 1 is located to the right of s8 and to the left side of t10. We analyze this case further and prove a better bound as shown
below in Theorem 2. Theorem 2 builds upon Theorem 1 and refers to the cases from Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. An upper bound for sorting permutations of length n is n− log9/2 n.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1, Case (iib-2) yields a worst case of n− log(11/2)(n). Case (iib-2) corresponds to the outgoing
edge from s8 being incident on t6 and s8− 1 (a) immediately succeeds s8, or (b) is between t8 and t9, or (c) is between t9 and
t10. We further analyze these subcases.
Case (iib-2-a): If s8−1 immediately succeeds s8 then there are sevenprocessed symbols (t1 · · · t7) and two carried symbols
(s8 − 1 and s8) yielding the recurrence T (n)=7/9(n−2)+T (n−(7/9(n−2))−1). Similar to Case (iib-1) from Theorem 1, this
yields T (n)= n− log(9/2)(n).
Here we further analyze Case (iib-2-b) and Case (iib-2-c). Case (iib-2-b) can be denoted as (t1, t2, . . . , t5, t6, t7, s8, t8, c ,
t9, . . . ) where c = s8 − 1 and t6 = s8 + 1. Note that we denote the visited symbols in normal font and others in bold font.
Thus (t1, t2, . . . , t5, c+2, t7, c+1, t8, c , t9, . . .) denotes Case (iib-2-b). Note that t7 cannot be c or c+1 (s8). In order for this
sequence to skip the fewest possible symbols between t6 and t7, t7 equals c− 1 and the corresponding case Case (iib-2-b-1)
is denoted by (t1, t2, . . ., t5, c+2, c− 1, c+1, c− 2, c , c− 3, . . .) whereas if additional symbols are skipped then we obtain
Case (iib-2-b-2) denoted by (t1, t2, . . . , t5, c + 2, d, c+1, d− 1, c, d− 2, . . .) where d< c−1.
For Case (iib-2-b-1), consider the following paired moves that upon execution render t8(c− 2) as π1. Symbols t1, s8 (i.e.
c+ 1) and t8 are processed and the seven symbols t2 · · · t7 and c are carried. This yields a better bound than Case (iib-2-a).
Note that c + 1 is a processed symbol but it is not a visited symbol of [7]. Likewise, t2 · · · t7 are visited symbols in [7] but
they are carried symbols as per our definition.
[t1, t2, . . . , t5, c+ 2, c− 1], c+1, c− 2,∗ c, c− 3, . . .→ c+1, c− 2, t1, t2, . . . , t5, c+ 2, c− 1, c, c− 3, . . .
[c+1], c− 2, t1, t2, . . . , t5,∗ c + 2, c− 1, c, c− 3, . . .→ c− 2, t1, t2, . . . , t5, c+1, c+ 2, c− 1, c, c− 3, . . .
In Case (iib-2-b) from t6 to t7 we skip the symbols (d+1 · · · c− 1). If any of these symbols exist to the left of t9 then we
have at least three carried symbols and eight processed symbols (t1 · · · t8). This yields a better bound than Case (iib-2-a).
Otherwise, d+1 is to the right of t9. In this scenario, similar to Case (iib-2-b-1), execution of the following paired moves
renders t8 (d−1) as π1. The three symbols t1, s8 (i.e. c + 1) and t8 are processed and the seven symbols t2 · · · t7 and c are
carried. This yields a better bound than Case (iib-2-a).
[t1, t2, . . . , t5, c+2, d,]c+1, d− 1, c, d− 2, . . . , ∗d+ 1 · · ·
→ c+1, d− 1, c, d− 2, . . . , t1, t2, . . . , t5, c+2, d, d+ 1 · · ·
[c+1, ] d− 1, c, ∗d− 2, . . . , t1, t2, . . . , t5, c+ 2, d, d+ 1 · · ·
→ d− 1, c, c+1, d− 2, . . . , t1, t2, . . . , t5, c+ 2, d, d+ 1 · · · .
The subcases of Case (iib-2-c) are similar to corresponding subcases of Case (iib-2-b) where t8 is additionally carried.
Hence, Case (iib-2-c) yields a better bound than Case (iib-2-b), which in turn yields a better bound than Case (iib-2-a).
Considering all the cases, Case (iib-2-a) yields theworst case of T (n)= n−log9/2(n). Thus, n−log9/2(n) is an upper bound. 
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3. Bounds for strings
We consider two compatible strings S and T. Let S= s1s2 . . . sn−1sn, T= t1t2 . . . tn−1tn and a be themost frequent symbol.
Then we have the following upper bound for dpt (S,T ).
Theorem 3. If α is the number of times a occurs in compatible strings S and T then dpt (S,T)= n− α.
Proof. The bound holds trivially for strings S and T of length two. That is, if α is two then S=T and no move is needed,
and if α is one then at most one move is needed. So, let S = s1s2 . . . sn−1sn and T = t1t2 . . . tn−1tn be compatible strings
over Σ of length n>2, and assume for an inductive hypothesis that the bound holds for all pairs of compatible strings of
length less than n. Let a be the most frequent symbol in S (and, hence, also in T ). If sn = tn = a, then s1s2 . . . sn−1 and
t1t2 . . . tn−1 are compatible strings of length n − 1 where a occurs α − 1 times and the problem size reduces by 1. Thus,
by the inductive hypothesis, dpt (S,T ) ≤ ((n-1) − (α−1)) = (n−α). If sn = tn ≠ a, the inductive hypothesis gives dpt (S,T )
≤ (n−1)−α = n−α−1. Suppose sn ≠ tn, and assume sn = a and tn = b, where a and b are different symbols. Then in one
prefix transposition one can move an occurrence of the symbol b to the end of s, so sn matches tn and the prefixes of length
n−1 still have α a’s. Hence by induction dpt (S,T )= 1+ (n−1−α)= n−α. 
Corollary 1. Theorem 3 yields dpt (S,T) ≤ n/2 for binary strings, dpt (S,T) ≤ 2n/3 for ternary strings, and dpt (S,T) ≤ 3n/4 for
quaternary strings.
Wedefine the prefix transposition breakpoint distance between two strings S and T i.e. bpt (S,T ), similar to the definition
given by Christie and Irving in Section 3.1 [12]. We extend the lengths of S and T by two: we prepend S and T with a
special symbol and then we append S and T with a special symbol •. These special symbols are not involved in anymoves
and are employed only tomeasure the similarity between strings. Prefix transpositions do not change the order of elements.
So, ‘01’ and ‘10’ are distinct. The function fab(S) represents the number of ‘ab’ adjacencies in the string S, where a and b are
drawn from the set Σ ′, where Σ ′ = Σ{, •}. Each of the strings has a total of n−1 adjacencies. We are interested in
measuring the adjacencies that are in S and not in T. Thus, to compute bpt (S,T ), we use the function δ(x), where δ (x)= x if
x > 0, otherwise, δ (x)= 0.
bpt(S, T ) =

a,b∈A
δ(fab(S)− fab(T )).
This definition yields bpt (S,T )= bpt (T,S). If the number of common adjacencies between S and T is q then S has n−1−q
adjacencies that are not in T and vice versa. If S=T then bpt (S,T )=0, but the converse is not true. For example, consider S
= 00011001 and T = 0011001, obviously S≠ T . All the non zero values of fab are same for S and T : f ∞0(S) = f ∞0(T) =
1, f 00(S) = f 00(T) = 3, f 01(S) = f 01(T) = 2, f 10(S) = f 10(T) = 1, f 11(S) = f 11(T) = 1, and f 1•(S) = f1•(T) = 1. So,
bpt (S,T )= 0.
Lemma 1. If S′ is obtained from S by a single prefix transposition then bpt (S ′, T)+ 2 ≥ bpt(S,T) ≥ bpt(S ′, T )− 2.
Proof. A move involves a cut (moving a prefix) and a paste (insertion of the moved prefix). A cut can break an adjacency,
but cannot make any adjacencies. A paste canmake at most two adjacencies, one adjacency at each end of themoved prefix.
A paste can also create or break one adjacency. Therefore, bpt (S ′, T )+ 2≥ bpt (S,T )≥ bpt (S ′, T )−2. 
Theorem 4. Let S and T be compatible strings of length n. Then dpt (S,T)≥ bpt (S,T)/2.
Proof. This theorem directly follows from Lemma 1. Lemma 1 shows that eachmove can reduce the number of breakpoints
by at most two. 
Consider the strings S=(012012) and T=(002211). They do not have any common adjacencies, therefore bpt(S,T) = 5,
which yields dpt (S,T )=3. In fact, three moves are required: [01]20∗12→ [20011]2∗ → [22]00∗11→ 002211.
4. Transforming strings is NP-complete
In this section we prove that finding the prefix transposition distance between two compatible strings is NP-complete.
The prefix being moved is enclosed in square brackets and the destination position is indicated by an asterisk. We define
the binary prefix transposition distance as a decision problem (BPT ).
Garey and Johnson [23] proved that the 3Partition problem is stronglyNP-complete. Given a source string S, a target string
T, and a sequence of prefix transpositions σ , verifying that σ transforms S to T can be done in polynomial time. Therefore,
the prefix transposition problem is in NP.
3Partition
Instance: Set A of 3m elements, a bound B and a positive size s(bi) = ai, for each bi in A, such that B/4 < s(bi) < B/2 and
bi∈A ai = mB.
Question: Can A be partitioned intom disjoint sets A1, A2, . . . , Am such that, for all i,

j∈Ii aj = B? (Ii is the set of indices of
Ai). That is, the sum of all the elements of a set Ai is equal to B.
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Binary prefix transposition distance problem (BPT )
Instance: Compatible binary strings S and T and an integer d.
Question: Is dpt (S,T )= d?
Theorem 5. BPT is NP-complete.
Proof. Let I be an instance of 3Partition, where the integer bound is B, A= {b1, b2, . . . , b3m}, and for all i, s (bi)= ai. From I
we construct an instance I* of BPT. Notice that ai =s(bi) is the value of an element in the 3Partition problem and in I* it will
be converted into an input parameter whose length is ai. Therefore the reduction can be done in polynomial time only for
small integer values. 3Partition is strongly NP-complete, thus, it is NP-complete for small integers.
Let I* be the instance of BPT where S = 10a110a2 . . . 10a3m−110a3m(10)m , T = (140B+1)m and d = 3m, where each 0 block
in S represents an element bi of 3Partition and the number of 0s equals ai. Let ‘‘10a110a2 . . . 10a3m−110a3m ’’ be the head of
S and (10)m be the tail of S. All the m pairs of the original (10)s in the tail of S are receptacles. An unused receptacle is the
one that is not involved in a prefix transposition. Singly and doubly used receptacles are involved in one and two prefix
transpositions respectively.
We will show that 3mmoves are necessary. S has no 11 adjacencies, let us compute the number of 00 adjacencies in S.
We compute this by first computing the number of 00 adjacencies in 0mB and then, as the block is split into 3m pieces we
subtract 3m− 1. The number of 00 adjacencies in 0mB is mB− 1, so, the total number of 00 adjacencies in all 0 blocks of S
put together ismB− 1− (3m− 1) = mB− 3m.
Consider the adjacencies in T. The number of 00 adjacencies in 0B+1 is B, therefore the number of 00 adjacencies in
(0B+1)m is mB. The total number of 11 adjacencies in 14 is 3, therefore the total number of 11 adjacencies in (140B+1)m is
3m. T has 3m more 00 adjacencies and 3m more 11 adjacencies than S. Therefore T has 6m different adjacencies than S.
Each prefix transposition can increase the number of adjacencies by at most two; therefore 3mmoves are necessary.
We complete the proof of the theorem by reducing 3Partition to the problem of transforming S into T with prefix
transpositions. This is done by showing that S can be transformed into T if and only if the instance I of 3Partition
has a solution.
(a) If S can be transformed into T by 3m prefix transpositions then 3Partition has a solution: since we accomplish this in
theminimumpossiblemoves, no 0-block can be split. Notice that for all values of i, ai >B/4 and ai is an integer. Thus, any
four blocks of zeros put together will form a block with at least B+ 4 zeros. Also, if two 0 blocks of S and one ‘‘10’’ are
merged together with prefix transpositions, then the total number of zeros they can produce is at most B−1. Therefore,
each 0 block in T is formed from exactly three 0 blocks of S. So, we can list the moves made by BPT and observe which
three 0 blocks corresponding to ai’s are combined together,m such triples give the solution for 3Partition.
(b) If 3Partition has solution then S transforms to T in 3mmoves: The following algorithm, BinTrans, transform S into T
in 3mmoves.
BinTrans ( S,T )
Let aj1 + aj2 + aj3 = B. We define the components 10aj1 , 10aj2 , and 10aj3 to be partners of each other. The components of
the following pairs are also partners of one another: {10aj1 , 10aj2+aj3}, {10aj2 , 10aj1+aj3} and {10aj3 , 10aj1+aj2}. The steps of the
algorithm are given below:
(1) Execute the following move.
[10a1 ]10a21 . . . 10a3m (1 1+0+)+1 ∗ 0 (10)m−1 → 10a21 . . . 10a3m (1 1+0+)+12 ∗ 0a1+1 (10)m−1. Here the leading
(leftmost) component is moved into an unused receptacle.
(2) Execute the following step for 3m− 1 iterations:
Let the leading component of the string be 10ai , where B/4< ai< B/2 ( by definition of 3P). There are two cases:
(a) None of the partners of 10ai are transposed. In other words, they were not prefixes of some earlier move. In this case,
transpose 10ai into the leftmost unused receptacle. This move is shown below.
[10ai ]10ai+11 . . . 10a3m (1 1+0+)+1 ∗ 0 (10)k → 10ai+11 . . . 10a3m (1 1+0+)+120ai+1 (10)k.
(b) At least one partner of the leading component is moved.
I. One partner of 10ai say 10aj is transposed into a receptacle. Execute the prefix transposition shown below.
[10ai ]10ai+1 . . . 10a3m(1+0+)∗12 ∗ 0aj+1(1+0+)∗(10)k → 10ai+1 . . . 10a3m(1+0+)∗130ai+aj+1(1+0+)∗(10)k (the leading
component is moved into a singly used receptacle).
II. Both partners are moved. Say 10x is the partner of 10ai , where x= B−ai . Execute the move shown below.
[10ai ]10ai+1 . . . 10a3m(1+0+)∗13 ∗ 0x+1(1+0+)∗(10)k → 10ai+1 . . . 10a3m(1+0+)∗140B+1(1+0+)∗(10)k (the leading
component is moved into a doubly used receptacle).
Parts (a) and (b) together prove that BPT is NP complete. 
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5. Approximation scheme
In this section we examine the problem of finding an approximation algorithm to transform a given string into another
compatible string. A partition of a string S is a sequence Sp = (S1, S2, . . . , Sk) of substrings of S such that concatenation of
(S1, S2, . . . , Sk) equals S. Given a partition Sp of a string S and a partition T p of a string T, if Sp and T p are permutations of
each other then the pair (Sp, T p) constitutes a common partition for S and T. The common partition of minimum cardinality
yields a minimum common string partition (MCSP). The signed minimum common string partition (SMCSP) is a variation
of MCSP in which each symbol has either a positive or a negative sign. If a segment is reversed then all the elements of the
segment change their signs. Goldstein et al. [22] proved thatMCSP and SMCSP are NP hard if the symbols repeat two ormore
times.
Claim 1. Let p= dpt (S,T ). If the cardinality of MCSP of S and T is q then (q−1)/2≤ p ≤ q− 1.
Proof. In p moves, a maximum of 2p and a minimum of p new adjacencies can be made. We need to make q−1 new
adjacencies to transform S into T. If the optimum solution makes only doubles then we have p = (q−1)/2 and if it makes
only singles then we have p = q−1. Recall that singles are always possible. Therefore, (q−1)/2≤ p≤ q−1. 
Cormode and Muthukrishnan [13] gave an O(log n log∗ n) approximation algorithm for String Edit Distance Matching
Problem with Moves. In this problem the moves that are allowed are: Insert a character, Delete a character and Move a
substring. Shapira and Storer [33] showed that eliminating the insert and delete character operations does not change the
edit distance of two strings by more than a constant multiplicative factor. So, Cormode and Muthukrishnan [13] yields
an O(log n log∗ n) approximation algorithm for MCSP. This result in conjunction with Claim 1 yields an approximation
algorithm with an approximation ratio of O(log n log∗ n) for dpt (S,T ) where S and T are strings.
6. Conclusions
We prove that n− log9/2 n prefix transpositions are sufficient to sort a permutation of length n. We also show an upper
bound of n−α moves for transforming a string S into a compatible string T, where α is the number of occurrences of the
most frequent symbol. Specifically, this yields an upper bound of n/2 for binary strings, 2n/3 for ternary strings, etc.. It is
shown that the problem of finding the exact prefix transposition distance for binary strings is NP complete. We use a greedy
strategy to prove our upper bound for permutations; other strategies must be explored to prove a better bound. A constant
ratio approximation algorithm for prefix transposition distance over strings is open. A better approximation algorithm for
MCSP will yield a better approximation ratio for dpt (S,T ) where S and T are strings. We conjecture that ⌈3n/4⌉ is the exact
upper bound for sorting permutations.
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